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For the first time, an Ã¢â‚¬Ëœin universeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ history of Star Trek, complete with excerpts

from Starfleet records and intergalactic intelligence, including James T. KirkÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s official

biography and newly translated Klingon reports.Star Trek Federation: The First 150 Years

celebrates the 150th anniversary of the founding of the United Federation of Planets.This

unprecedented illustrated volume chronicles the pivotal era leading up to Humankind's First Contact

with Vulcan in 2063, the Romulan War in 2156, the creation of the Federation in 2161, and the first

150 years of the intergalactic democracy up until the year 2311. Meticulously researched, this

account covers a multitude of alien species, decisive battles, and the technology that made the Age

of Exploration possible. It includes field sketches, illustrations, and reproductions of historic pieces

of art from across the Galaxy, along with over fifty excerpts from key Federation documents and

correspondence, Starfleet records, and intergalactic intelligence.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“A brilliant tie-in for Trek devotees.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œ San Fransico Book

Review"AÃ‚Â bountiful, full-color coffee table book that reads like something that would exist in the

Star Trek universe itself. Included in its high-quality pages are Starfleet records, biographies of

Starfleet personnel (like that alien-loving James T. Kirk), and histories of the federation." -

Kirkus"AÃ‚Â must own for all serious Trek fans." - Nerd Span"Will keep Trekkies of all ages

Ã¢â‚¬Å“engagedÃ¢â‚¬Â• for hours!" - Barnes and Noble Book Blog"A delight and should provide

hours of happy browsing for Trek fans." - Project Fandom"This book is a must read for Star Trek



and science fiction fans alike." - Universe Today"Star Trek: Federation: The First 150 Years is an

important title and one that should be found inside the stocking of every Star Trek fan this

Christmas. Highly recommended." - CBS Action"If you enjoy Star Trek the bottom line is you will find

something to love in The First 150 Years." - Giant Fire Breathing RobotÃ‚Â "If you know a Trek fan

who likes to geek out over worldbuilding, this is the Star Trek book for them." - io9 gift

guide"ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the perfect gift for anyone who has ever wanted to know the

Ã¢â‚¬Å“officialÃ¢â‚¬Â• biography of James T. Kirk" - Den of Geek

"The book serves as a great connector of Star Trek chronology for hardcore fans, but it can also

help new readers and viewers understand the groundwork for the Star Trek universe."-LA

TimesÃ¢â‚¬Å“For the discriminating Trekkie, this is the item of the guide.Ã¢â‚¬Â•-aintitcool.com

Holiday Gift Guide "Federation: The First 150 Years aims to impress Star Trek fans from the

moment they take it out of the box...The attention to detail is thorough."-shelf-awareness.com "I will

tell you, without hesitation, if you are a fan of any, or all, of the Star Trek series and movies, you

must have this book."-wired.com "The artwork inside the book is gorgeous. These paintings depict

many famous scenes, such as those from the ... Earth-Romulan War. There's no quick pasting of a

screenshot from one of the TV shows here. Even scenes that could have easily been done this way

have been rendered in pencils and inks, giving the book a consistent feel. The starship pieces are

easily my favorite. I'd really like a desktop wallpaper of the Ã¢â‚¬Å“Starfleet's Greatest

VesselsÃ¢â‚¬Â• piece."-fanboycomics.net "Without question, fans will want this and love this. This

book is as indispensable as the Star Trek Encyclopedia, Chronology, or series' Companions. My

hope is that there will be a follow up volume focusing on the 24th century. This is worth owning.

Overall grade: A-"-trekweb.com Ã¢â‚¬Å“This holiday season's must have for the Trekkie in your

life.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œSeattle Post Intelligencer --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

"Federation: The First 150 Years" is essentially an in-universe textbook in the tradition of other Star

Trek technical manuals and history books. It goes so far in its charade as to even have a fake

bibliography referencing other non-existent future history books. It's purpose is to outline the

formation and early years of the United Federation of Planets, the interplanetary government of the

Star Trek franchise.Earlier books like the "Star Trek Spaceflight Chronology," which was the chief

inspiration for this book, have attempted to do this before but have largely been outdated due to the

ever evolving on-screen canon of Star Trek. This is most notably because of the television series



"Enterprise" which expanded upon the pre-federation history that was once solely the realm of

fan-fiction and speculation.The book succeeds pretty well at combining old ideas with new canon

facts and the author goes through great lengths to explain away some obvious inconsistencies and

problems created by "Enterprise" specifically. The chapter on the Romulan War is one of the

highlights and details what very well could have made up the bulk of the last two seasons of the

show had it continued.Unfortunately most of the fun of books like the "Spaceflight Chronology"

came from the fact that they filled in the blanks of an era that, while sometimes referenced, we knew

absolutely nothing about. Thanks to "Enterprise" having already covered much of that the majority of

this book serves as a brief refresher course on the major events that shaped the Federation, events

that Star Trek fans already know a lot about. The sections about the Romulan War and the early

Federation are the only parts that give us a glimpse into a Star Trek we haven't seen yet outside of

novels and the work of fans and it's no surprise that these non-canon sections are probably the

most interesting parts of the book.Once you get past that the book continues giving its brief

synopsis of important canon events except for a few mentions of characters who weren't our heroes

working behind the scenes, playing just as important part to history. This gave a new perspective to

some of the events but none were exceptionally revelatory.Another nice touch that lends to the

text-book vibe is the copies of documents that helps to color the different alien races and historical

figures. Most of them look rather generic as other reviewers have pointed out and could be made by

anyone with access to Adobe InDesign but many were cleverly written and I appreciated their

presence. The book of course comes with the bonus content of additional letters that didn't make it

into the book. They're hardly necessary and seem like they could just as easily been edited into the

book itself instead of being extras though the transparency scan of a Trill and its symbiote ends up

being the star of the show. Cochrane's Warp 5 speech scribbled on an envelope is a clever gimmick

as well and there's a nice Matt Jefferies blue print of the pilot episode version of original series

U.S.S. Enterprise. The talking stand the book comes with is neat if you have room to display it but

ultimately adds nothing to the value.Much has been said about the art and I must say you'll either

love it or hate it. The book having original art instead of simply screen shots from the show makes it

feel more authentic and in-universe. Some paintings fair better than others, most of the paintings of

people are in an impressionist style that doesn't quite work. Some of the paintings of the starships

are quite beautiful though. The bad art does outweigh the good art, mostly due to the InDesign

documents mentioned earlier, but there are still some very wonderful pieces in the book.While I

enjoyed reading it I ultimately feel like it was a missed opportunity. Goodman was either too afraid

or not allowed to add too much non-canon information as there is a lot of time to cover and a lot of



gaps to fill between the end of "Enterprise" and the beginning of the original series which feels only

touched upon in this work. Other details are left sparse, while he mentions how many worlds belong

to the Federation at the end of the book with Betazed as its newest entrant, he never gives so much

as a list of those planets and very few other than the major powers get a significant mention. There

is so much more mystery and so many more races that we know little about that could have been

expanded upon in a book calling itself the history of the Federation.Also pertaining to other races it's

a very human-centric history of the Federation. Other than the history of Earth we get the most

information about the Vulcans but much less about the Andorians and Tellarites even though their

contributions are just as important to the success of the Federation. We don't really get much

pertaining to their early histories and conflicts and how they came together as united worlds before

forming the Federation. We only get this information about humans and to a lesser extent the

Vulcans, the histories we already know the most about.In any case, perhaps that kind of thing is still

left up to the fans until Star Trek canon once again evolves to change everything we think we know

about this juggernaut of science fiction entertainment. At its best, this book does a good job of

rectifying the events of "Enterprise" with the original series, weaving a strong sense of continuity

between the generations. It's definitely a fun and interesting book, with its staunchly in-universe

appearance making it feel like an actual grade school history book brought back from the future,

making it a nice collectible for a Star Trek fan. Whether or not you agree with its version of events

might help or hinder your enjoyment of the text itself, so take that in mind if you already hold on to

your own staunch opinion about the future's past.The book itself is short and smaller than it appears

in pictures thanks in part to its stand. The price is steep for what you recieve, both at $99 or even

$50. My recommendation is that the book is worth reading and having as a Star Trek fan, but you

should wait for a better deal.

The whole kit is amazing. It comes with the circular displayer and the book. Inside the book, you'll

find some more goodies, in the form of letters and articles relating to the Zephram Cochrane

character. The book tells the reader about the beginings of Starfleet and how it all began. It's a must

have for sure, if you want to make your Trek collection complete. The displayer lights up and a brief

message from Admiral Sulu plays when you press the 'INITIATE' button. The light remains on for

about a minute or so afterward and in dim lighting looks really cool.

I like the overall writing of this book, but the illustrations and the art direction is pretty lackluster. I

expected a rich immersive experience where you can really loiter on the images kind of like the DK



book series of the star wars universe which are really well done. ( i will admit that the star wars stuff

has an advantage in that they were saved from the production of the films but not all of it.) For

example, some of the federation documents are just typeset maybe in indesign with no special

consideration of the fonts, i mean it looks like it was designed in our day not in the future. not on any

texture like a paper, it just dosent look real. this could have been set with the appropriate font,

printed on paper and then photographed to make look real and interesting. the illustrations which

are largley watercolor are ok as watercolors, although as an art direction i would not have chosen

that medium for most of the images, especially the technical stuff, or the one with starships. I know i

am armchair quarterbacking from an art direction point of view, i can only imagine the the art

direction had to work within a budget and did what he or she could. looks to me the money was

spent on the packaging which was impressive but gimmicky. i know if jj abrams had anything to do

with this book, it would have much cooler. maybe using curated fan art to illustrate this book, the

star trek story deserves alot better. i hope the next book will be as rich as the DK books on star wars

which are the gold standard in my opinion. i usually dont write reviews on  but i felt strongly on this

one.

I am in love with this book!! It is gorgeous inside and out. I've not yet read the whole thing because I

am trying to pace myself to enjoy it longer but I love what I've read so far. I own a lot of similar

books and this was an instant favourite.This would be the perfect gift for any nerds in your life - I'm

sure they'd love it like I do.

I'm glad I bought this for the contents of the book, but the overall quality is very poor.It may not be

apparent from the pictures but the blue constellation circle of the UFP logo is a raised sticker, and

mine was badly peeling off.The 'stand' thing that it comes on has a little tab on the back that you pull

out, then you can press the bottom panel on the front and the stand will light up and the audio will

start playing. Mine started with 'Hello, my name is Hikaru Sulu an....' and it died. All subsequent

presses turn the lights on for a half-second, then you hear a click and it's dead.Based on the $20

price I paid, I would have given it 3 or 4 stars if the book itself was presentable, but the fact that the

stand and the cover were messed up right out of the box drops it to two. If I paid the supposed $70+

that it's going for this week, I would be livid and give it a definite one-star.
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